DURING THE PANDEMIC, WE HAVE ENSURED THAT CURIOSITY NEVER CLOSES. USING THE CRISIS AS A CATALYST, WE INCREASED OUR SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY AND DEEPENED OUR COMMITMENT TO UNDERSERVED YOUTH.
**Individual Support**

$50,000+
Betty Bottler
Robert L. and the late Mary Ann Wiley

$25,000 - $49,999
Tom Alberg and Judi Beck
Anonymous
Jason Barnwell and Sara Smucker Barnwell
Adriane and Darryl Brown
Sarah and Andrew Buhayar
Jim and Dee Claypool

$15,000 - $24,999
Anonymous
Joshua Binder and A-P Hurd
Bonnie Chow
Karen Williams and Joseph Heck

$10,000 - $14,999
Eve and Chap Alvard
Sheryl Anderson and David Tan
Anonymous
Pat Atkinson
Anonymous
Doug Bowser and Ruby Amegah

$10,000 - $14,999
Li and Bo Chen
Pat Atkinson
Anonymous

$5,000 - $9,999
Michael Bauer
Carl and Renee Bhnke
Diana Birkett Rokaw and Jeff Rokaw
Carl and Lorene Davidson
Mathen and Priya Ganesan
Anne Gitte
Shawn Hurley
Chris Larson
Daniel Li
Bill Nye
Grant Osberg
Leslie Servidio and Andrew Parker
Leah Shin
Dr. Robert L. Smith
Holly and Harold Zhu

$5,000 - $9,999
Don and Melissa Nielsen
Dr. Gilbert Omenn and Martha Darling
Mary Pigott
Karen Shaw and Larry Hohn
Dawn Trudeau
Jim and Nancy Woods
Ian and Sarah Yarwood-Lovett
Rebecca A. Zerngast, DDS

$1,500 - $2,499
Barbara and George Akers
Phoebe Andrew
Anonymous
Dannay Bain and Gundula Proskach
David D’Argenio
Sandra Hoan
Jennifer and Andrew Eckert
Alan and Linda Freyd
Wei Gao and Xiaosi Li
Jodi Hillbrant Johnson
Gretchen Hund and Ted Andrews
V. Lowell Kimble
Dr. Richard and Betsy Kirby
Reju Kamar and Barbara Nelson
Gary and Reed Lawrenson
Gary and Amy Lee
The Levitsky-Zuckerman Family
E.W. Littlefield, Jr. and Laura Littlefield
Jackie Mansfield
Maria and Brittain Mason
John McLean
Dr. Sanford Melzer, MD MBA and Ellen Evans
John and Stephanie Miller
Amanda Myer and Todd MacDermid
Caleb Dockter and Mimi Nguyen
Mark and Vickie Nysether
Douglas and Sarah Reed
Noel and Shan Spinah
Duncan and Deborah Steele
Leonard Tracy
Nancy Truitt Pierce
Michael Westover and Sara Vallerie
Christopher and Margaret White
Pat and Sue Yang

$1,000 - $1,499
Claire Angel and Lance Odermat
Anonymous
Ray and Edith Aspiri
Dhiraj and Agni Bhatt
Robert Braun Jr.
Linda and Kevin Cheung
Patricia and Theodore Collins
Richard Derham
Dee Dickinson
Richard and Maude Ferry
Sondra and Kirk Gregersen
Bob Gibb and Michele Tiesse
Catherine Gleason and Wayne Johnson
Robert Gruhl and Stephanie Stone
Matthew Hemphants and Adrienne Lehnt
April Henderson
Jerry and Linda Henry
Julian and Bill Ingram
Diana Johns
Linda and Ted Johnson
Judith and Greg Keyser
Tom and Mary Ann Kolner
Betsy Pepper Larson
Philip and Maureen Lucido
Jennifer Macaluso and Jeff Green
Lorraine and Jesse Mcreynolds
Laura and Kathy Miyachii
Martha and Colm Maseley
Dr. Eric Olson
Judy Pigott and Stephan Boyd
Bill and Wendy Rabel
Suzanne Ragen

$500 - $999
Kai and Duncan Sloan
Angela and Dave Smith
Elaine Spencer and Dennis Forsyth
Rhea and Wendy Thompson
Robert and James Under
Jean Walkinshaw
Susan and Jeremy Wilkening
Diana and William Wiseman
Nina Zingdale and Jerry Meyer

$500 - $999
Diene Aboulafia and Peter Shapiro
Tina Albertson
Anonymous
Glen and Susan Beebe
Sandy Berger and Fred Smith
Stephanie Brotherton
Betty and Douglas Brownlee
Christian and Angela Chobob
Brad and Judy Chase
Paul Chiocco and Doug McCrory
Hermann and Katharyn Chong
Tumaini and Kaia Coker
Wayne and Stephanie Collett
John Deturk and Heather Cook
Andrea Dobson
Lisa Dow and Paul McLachlan
Marlin Eller and Mary McConney
Ron and Tara Friesen
Annie Fu
Drew Gaines
Kathleen Golden
Jessica Gray
Matt Griffin and Eylene Rosen
Kevin Grove
Valerie Hajdik
Margaret He and Shi Liu
Robert Henry and Lee Foote
William Hodge
The Hollows Family
Darlene Howell
Heather and Gene Hsu
Suzanne and Casey Huggins
Robert and Jolene Irons
Kiera Jones
Lane and Gail Johnston
Rich and Aimee Jones
Steven and Jennifer Kerr
Michael Klein and Catherine Melli
Mary A. Knell
Linda Korbus and Ryan Flood
Denny Lee and Huaping Yang
Tom Lennon and Patricia Keegan
James Lin
Boris Luchterhand
Shawn and Jessica Magrav
Michael Maguire
Nichole and Doug Marsano
Diane and Roger Mauldin
Vincent and Karen McFadden
Jill and Andy McGovern
Linda Goldworthy Treasure Tree Care
James Scott Rhodes
Reagan Roth and Luke Sternberg
Carole Rush and Richard Andler
Shannon and Sean Sandin
Michael Shannon
Stacie and Karl Siebrecht
Richard and Cynthia Sonstelie
Stacie and Karl Siebrecht
Michael Shannon
Stacie and Karl Siebrecht
Rich and Cynthia Sonstelie
Robert and Peggy Steiner
Gretchen Stengel and Robin Callan
Gregory Thornton
Thomas and Deborah Tokarz
Valerie Torres and David Russo
Larry and Barb Tracon
Kate Webster
Dr. Daniel Weise and Laura Yedwab
John White
Andrew and Nancy Wiliner
James Yee
Amy and David Zarleno

**Tributary Gifts**

The following donors made gifts to Pacific Science Center in the past year to honor and remember individuals.

**In Honor of...**
Alexandra Vasquez
Amanda Klock
Amelie Drake
Amy Collins
Bryce Seidl
Cassidy Pope
CFO & TXPEG
Cyrus and Sabrina Myer
David Hsiao
Dawn Trudeau
Dr. Steven Taylor and Merril Reed
Emily Stumhofer
Gender Vendor
Holly Duskin
Jason Barnwell
Jeff & Carmen Barr
Jessica and David Cook & daughters
Adina and Maya
Jonah Voegele
Kaitlyn Casimo
Kenny and Maggie Lewis
Marjorie Costen
Max Buchsbaum
Maya
Sarah Buhayar
Sherilyn Anderson
Steve Buchsbaum
Theorem E. Brown
Will Daugherty

**In memory of...**
Amye Kelkar
Betty Bottler
Bill Roe
Hal Mozer
Jean Gutierrez
Joseph B Eastman
Kegan Christopher Hatzilias
Noah Stephen Evermann
Raymond Bono
Ronald E Anderson
Sharron Reams
Walter Kistler
William C. Kraft and Robert G. Weiland

* Board Member  d Deceased
Corporate and Foundation Support

$100,000+
Amazon.com
The Boeing Company
Microsoft Corporation
Moccasin Lake Foundation
The Norcliffe Foundation

$50,000 - $99,999
Anonymous
Nintendo of America
RealNetworks Foundation

$25,000 - $49,999
Anonymous
PEMCO Insurance
Pendleton & Elisabeth Carey Miller Charitable Foundation
Safeco Insurance
Southern Imagination Foundation
The Ticknor Foundation

$10,000 - $24,999
Anonymous
Battelle / Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
BECU
Bristol Myers Squibb
Chevron Corporation
Costco Wholesale
First Tech Federal Credit Union
The Glaser Foundation
Grousemont Foundation
McKinstry
Snoqualmie Tribe
Treeline Foundation
Walker Family Foundation

$5,000 - $9,999
Accenture
Aerojet Rocketdyne Foundation
The Baker Foundation
Beardsley Family Foundation
Green Diamond Resource Company
The Hugh and Jane Ferguson Foundation
Intellectual Ventures
Lily Pointe Family Foundation
Perkins Coie
Seattle Children’s
TEW Foundation
U.S. Bank Foundation

$500 - $4,999
Advanced Industrial Automation
American Society of Civil Engineers
Anonymous
BNSF Railway Foundation
D.V. and Ida J. McEachern Charitable Trust
Foundry10
Kistler Ritso Foundation
Leigh and Louise Rabel Foundation
Liberty Mutual Insurance
Thomas G. & Audrey E. Pine Family Foundation
Unity in Lynwood

In-Kind Gifts
Nintendo of America
Wowrack

Matching Gift Companies
AstraZeneca
BECU
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
The Boeing Company
Bristol Myers Squibb
CBRE Group
Chevron
Chubb & Son Inc
Coca Cola Enterprises Inc.
Dell EMC
FS Networks
First Tech Federal Credit Union
Google
IBM Corporation
Johnson & Johnson
Liberty Mutual Insurance
McKinsey & Company
Microsoft Corporation
Moss Adams LLP
Nintendo of America
The Pokemon Company
Salesforce
Starbucks Coffee Company
Texas Instruments
T-Mobile
US Bank
Wells Fargo
Weyerhaeuser Company
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Tom Alberg
Sherilyn Anderson
Jason Barnwell
Josh Binder
Diana Birkett Rakow, Secretary
Doug Bowser
Adriane Brown, Chair
Steve Buchsbaum
Sarah Buhayar
Will Daugherty, Ex Officio
Elia Dillon
Mathen Ganesan
Wei Gao
Dan Li
Stan McNaughton
Sandy Melzer
Nate Miles
Rab Shutleff
Jill Singh
Dawn Trudeau
Mia Tuan
Jessie Woolley-Wilson

Emeritus Board Members
Gretchen Hund Andrews
Elisabeth Batterd
Philip M. Condit
Marlene Durbin
David Flukec
James E. Warjone
John D. Warnerd

Special thanks to the 1,129 donors who gave between $1 - $499. Your collective support provided more than $74,000 in essential funds to increase access to science throughout our community.

Every effort has been made to confirm the accuracy of this list. If you find an error, please don’t hesitate to contact us at development@pacsci.org
I think what makes these zoom events different are the close up shots, different camera angles, the amount of time spent asking the students for feedback, and the critical thinking aspect.

“A fellow teacher said that he was very pleased with the Virtual Field Trip because it has been so hard to teach science this year. The tools you use really bring the subject to life and is the next best thing for the students to experience biological samples.”

“That was an amazing presentation! The kids were so engaged. Some kids who never speak were making observations, which I was so happy to see! Thank you for all the work you put into organizing this.”

“The PacSci Live Science Shows on YouTube are saving me while working from home and homeschooling - my first grader is obsessed! The demonstrators are so wonderful and engaging. Please know that at least one household is begging for more, and I’ve shared the Live Science Shows with my friends as well!”

“Instructional techniques, content knowledge, and student engagement were spot on. It was very easy to view the specimens - which is tricky to do in a virtual environment. The kids all had a chance to respond and ask questions. You have really perfected presenting over Zoom! Kudos! The kids loved it and learned a lot.”

Your Impact by the Numbers

32,878 Students served

755 Programs across Washington and the US

18,612 Students in Title I schools

476,000 Virtual visits to Curiosity at Home, each one completely free

163,000 Youth, family & teachers explored their curiosity

“Instructional techniques, content knowledge, and student engagement were spot on. It was very easy to view the specimens - which is tricky to do in a virtual environment. The kids all had a chance to respond and ask questions. You have really perfected presenting over Zoom! Kudos! The kids loved it and learned a lot.”

I think what makes these zoom events different are the close up shots, different camera angles, the amount of time spent asking the students for feedback, and the critical thinking aspect.
As a single mom who is working two jobs to make ends meet, this scholarship has made it possible for my two kiddos to attend PacSci camp. I never would have thought it would be possible, but this summer my kids are so excited to attend!

"I am a single mom and thanks to the scholarship, I am so grateful for my curious boy to be attending one of the most exciting science summer camp programs organized by PacSci, without me worrying about the cost!"

"Receiving a scholarship from the Pacific Science Center has gifted my kids a little bit of “normal” this year. They will be able to attend a summer camp in person which they missed so much last summer. Because of the pandemic, our household salary has been reduced and anything extra like a fun summer camp is not currently financially possible. Thanks to the generous gift from PacSci my kids will be anxiously counting down the days until they can head to camp and grow their strong minds!"

COVID WAS A VERY TOUGH YEAR FOR OUR KIDS AS WE HAD GRANDPARENTS DIE OF COVID, COMPLETE SOCIAL ISOLATION, AND UNACHIEVABLE EXPECTATIONS FOR REMOTE LEARNING. AS A FAMILY WITH FEW FINANCIAL RESOURCES, OUR PACIFIC SCIENCE CENTER SCHOLARSHIP HAVE COMPLETELY LIFTED OUR YOUNG CHILDREN’S SPIRITS, GIVEN THEM AN ENORMOUS OPPORTUNITY TO FOCUS ON SCIENCE WITH OTHER KIDS AND INSPIRE THEIR LOVE OF CURIOSITY. WE COULDN'T AFFORD OTHER INTELLECTUAL SUPPORT FOR THEM THIS YEAR AND THESE SCHOLARSHIPS WILL REALLY HELP EVEN THE PLAYING FIELD FOR OUR KIDS. WE ARE OVER THE MOON ON THIS PROFOUND GIFT!
TOGETHER WE CAN IGNITE CURiosity AND FUEL A PASSION FOR DISCOVERY, EXPERIMENTATION, AND CRITICAL THINKING FOR ALL KINDS OF KIDS AND ALL KINDS OF FAMILIES.